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ü ER: Other backgrounds 
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LUX calibrations

Challenge is to identify very rare 
(<< 1 event/kg/year) and low 
energy (< 100 keV) recoils. 
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LUX and LZ at SURF
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External backgrounds
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§  External background - 
everything outside of the 
water tank. 

§  Here I will talk specifically 
about muon-induced 
neutrons and gammas from 
the cavern rock.  



Muon simulations for SURF

Stage 1: Muon spectra at an underground 
location determined by MUSUN code 
after transport simulations using MUSIC.  
 
Stage 2: Simulation in Geant4-based 
framework to propagate muons and 
secondaries through a small thickness of 
rock (5–7 m) and the detector geometry. 
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The activities reported here for TIMET HN3469 are
among the lowest worldwide known to-date for tita-
nium; the radiopurity is comparable to the LUX tita-
nium (Ul<0.25 mBq/kg, Thl<0.2 mBq/kg [11]), making
the campaign a success. Titanium from the HN3469 slab
has been procured for the 2,292 kg LZ cryostat and cryo-
stat support structures, as well as other internal struc-
tures amounting to ⇠364 kg. The measured radioactivi-
ties in the cryostat materials used in other dark matter
and 0⌫�� experiments are shown for comparison in Ta-
ble VI. The cryostat material with the lowest radiopu-
rity and most sensitive measurements is the copper used
in the Majorana Demonstrator (MJD) 0⌫�� experiment,
which is electroformed underground to ensure extremely
low levels of contamination.

4. Cryostat Background

4.1. Overview of Backgrounds

Backgrounds from the cryostat may be categorised into
two classes: electron recoils (ER) and nuclear recoils
(NR). ER events can be discriminated against in a LXe
TPC to greater than 99.5% e�ciency, while NR events
may not as they are essentially signal-like. Neutron-
induced NR are indistinguishable from WIMPs if only
a single elastic scatter occurs within the LZ fiducial vol-
ume, unaccompanied by any other signal in other active
veto volumes of the experiment. Leading LZ background
sources include astrophysical neutrinos, intrinsic radioac-
tivity in the Xe, and emission from every component in
the experiment.

Radon emanation from the cryostat materials con-
tributes an additional ER background, due to the ‘naked’
beta emission from 214Pb in the 222Rn sub-chain. Back-
ground may also be generated from residual dust on the
detector surfaces and plate-out of radon daughters, by
emission of �-rays from the radioactivity in the dust and
neutrons from (↵,n) reactions, as well as further radon
emanation into the LXe from the dust, specifically from
the inside of the inner vessel. Plate-out of radon progeny
onto the surfaces of the cryostat following final cleaning
post-manufacture must also be considered, especially the
long-lived isotope 210Pb. Daughters of 210Pb, specifically
210Po, can induce neutron emission through (↵,n) reac-
tions anywhere on the titanium surfaces, despite the rel-
atively low ↵ energy, generating additional nuclear recoil
background. Furthermore, the presence of a reflective
PTFE liner inside the inner vessel must also be consid-
ered; neutrons can also be induced here by ↵-particles
from the cryostat, a process enhanced by the relatively
high (↵, n) cross section of the fluorine present in PTFE.

4.2. Background Modeling

Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to assess
the contribution from all expected background sources,
particularly those that generate single vertex interac-
tions as expected from WIMP elastic scattering. These

are conducted using LZSim, a simulation package con-
structed to model the experiment and inform the design,
determine optimal performance parameters, and define
tolerable rates from background sources. Developed us-
ing the Geant4 toolkit [15], the framework inherits from
the LUX model [35], and includes all parts of the exper-
iment.
The LZ cryostat has been designed to stringent re-

quirements that factor science goals, safety, containment,
installation, and operation, and complies with ASME
Boiler Pressure and Vessel Code (BPVC) VIII Div. 1 [36].
It will contain a total of 10 tonnes of LXe at a minimum
temperature of �110°C and be placed inside a water tank
for shielding purposes. There are three primary parts—
the inner cryostat vessel (ICV), the outer cryostat vessel
(OCV) and the cryostat support (CS). Both the OCV
and ICV contain a series of ports for cabling, liquid ex-
change and calibration sources. A CAD model of the
cryostat is shown in Figure 1.

(a) OCV and CS (b) ICV

Figure 1: CAD models of the cryostat vessels and support.
The OCV connects to three support legs mounted on
baseplates and the ICV will be placed inside the OCV in
vacuum. The full cryostat assembly stands 4.1 m tall.

4.3. Radioactivity Simulations

Simulations have been conducted by positioning ra-
dioactive nuclides in all the cryostat materials including
the titanium, seals, liners, insulation, and bolts. For ER
simulations, 60Co, 40K and the U and Th chain decays
are simulated to produce �-rays with the correct ener-
gies and branching ratios. For the U and Th early and
late sub-chains, activities are assigned as determined by
assays. Additionally, radon decays inside the LXe are
simulated, under the assumption that all radon released
from any material in contact with Xe mixes with the ac-
tive mass.
For NR simulations, a neutron (↵, n) energy spectrum

for each material was obtained from SOURCES4A [37].
Single neutrons were emitted with energies sampled from
the relevant spectrum, depending on their source mate-
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Cut Number of  
surviving events  

Region of interest  
(< 100 keVee) 

2235 

+ single scatter 2128 
+ fiducial volume 11 

+ skin 6 
+ outer detector 0 

Muon-induced background rate

LZ: 2.44 events for the acquired 
statistics - upper limit of 0.06 events 
in 1000 days at 90% C.L. 
 
LUX: Re-analysis of LZ simulations 
with 200 MeV scintillator threshold to 
mimic water Cherenkov - (1.0 ± 0.4) 
× 10-3 events in 300 days. 
 

§  Single scatters: energy-weighted 
position variance σr < 3.0 cm and 
σz < 0.2 cm. 

§  Inside fiducial region: energy-
weighted position r < 68.8 cm and 
1.5 cm < z < 132.1 cm. 

§  Events without coincident signals 
(within 500 μs) above 200 keVee 
(100 keVee) in the scintillator 
(skin) vetoes.  

LZ
Events that look like WIMPs 
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Rock gamma simulations
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§  Start with the decays of 238U, 
232Th, 40K in the cavern rock to 
generate initial γ-ray flux.  

§  Simulation by brute-force is not 
possible – improve statistics by 
using several stages, with a 
multiplication at each surface. 

LZ setup (same principle for LUX simulations)

(see also Sally Shaw’s talk in this session: J10.0004) 
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Few events after cuts in 1000 days – 
O(1015) decays – computationally intensive.  
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Isotope Activity 
(Bq/kg) 

Simulated live days Rate (μDRUee)* 

LZ LUX LZ LUX 
238U 24.8 402 7.34 × 104 0.012 ± 0.006 0.23 ± 0.02 

232Th 13.6 734 4.02 × 104 0.05 ± 0.02 1.10 ± 0.04 
40K 381 262 2.62 × 104 0.014 ± 0.007 0.022 ± 0.009 

Total 0.07 ± 0.02 1.35 ± 0.05 

Rock gamma background rate

* Before S1/S2 discrimination (> 99%) 

LZ
events from rock gammas
after all cuts
< 150 keV

LUX
events from rock gammas
pre-cuts
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Conclusions
§  External backgrounds are sub-dominant to other sources for 

both LUX and LZ. 
§  LZ: 

§  LUX: 
§  Rock gammas: (1.35 ± 0.05) μDRUee  
§  Muon-induced neutrons: (6.3 ± 0.3) μDRUee   
§  Total observed rate: (3.6 ± 0.4) mDRUee  
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TABLE III. Estimated backgrounds from all significant sources in the LZ 1000 day WIMP search exposure. Counts are for
a region of interest relevant to a 40 GeV/c2 WIMP: approximately 1.5–6.5 keV for ERs and 6–30 keV for NRs; and after
application of the single scatter, skin and OD veto, and 5.6 tonne fiducial volume cuts. Mass-weighted average activities are
shown for composite materials and the 238U and 232Th chains are split into contributions from early- and late-chain, with the
latter defined as those coming from isotopes below and including 226Ra and 224Ra, respectively.

Background Source Mass 238Ue
238Ul

232The
232Thl

60Co 40K n/yr ER NR
(kg) mBq/kg (cts) (cts)

Detector Components
PMT systems 308 31.2 5.20 2.32 2.29 1.46 18.6 248 2.82 0.027
TPC systems 373 3.28 1.01 0.84 0.76 2.58 7.80 79.9 4.33 0.022
Cryostat 2778 2.88 0.63 0.48 0.51 0.31 2.62 323 1.27 0.018
Outer detector (OD) 22950 6.13 4.74 3.78 3.71 0.33 13.8 8061 0.62 0.001
All else 358 3.61 1.25 0.55 0.65 1.31 2.64 39.1 0.11 0.003

subtotal 9 0.07

Surface Contamination
Dust (intrinsic activity, 500 ng/cm2) 0.2 0.05
Plate-out (PTFE panels, 50 nBq/cm2) - 0.05
210Bi mobility (0.1 µBq/kg LXe) 40.0 -
Ion misreconstruction (50 nBq/cm2) - 0.16
210Pb (in bulk PTFE, 10 mBq/kg PTFE) - 0.12

subtotal 40 0.39

Xenon contaminants
222Rn (1.81 µBq/kg) 681 -
220Rn (0.09 µBq/kg) 111 -
natKr (0.015 ppt g/g) 24.5 -
natAr (0.45 ppb g/g) 2.5 -

subtotal 819 0

Laboratory and Cosmogenics
Laboratory rock walls 4.6 0.00
Muon induced neutrons - 0.06
Cosmogenic activation 0.2 -

subtotal 5 0.06

Physics
136Xe 2⌫�� 67 -
Solar neutrinos: pp+7Be+13N 255 -
Di↵use supernova neutrinos (DSN) - 0.05
Atmospheric neutrinos (Atm) - 0.46

subtotal 322 0.51

Total 1195 1.03
Total (with 99.5% ER discrimination, 50% NR e�ciency) 5.97 0.52
Sum of ER and NR in LZ for 1000 days, 5.6 tonne FV, with all analysis cuts 6.49

isotopes 40K, 137Cs and 60Co, as well as 238U, 235U, 232Th
and their progeny. The TDR [22] describes the facilities
utilized to measure the radioactivity of detector materi-
als, and LZ is undertaking a campaign involving nearly
2000 radio-assays of the materials that form the com-
posite assemblies, components or sub-components listed
in Table III. As a result of this comprehensive program
and the power of self-shielding a↵orded by LXe, trace ra-
dioactivity in detector materials is not expected to be a

leading cause of background to the experiment.

B. Surface contaminants

Radioactivity on detector surfaces arises from the ac-
cumulation of 222Rn-daughters plated-out during the
manufacture and assembly of components, as well as
generic dust contamination containing NORMs that re-
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isotopes 40K, 137Cs and 60Co, as well as 238U, 235U, 232Th
and their progeny. The TDR [22] describes the facilities
utilized to measure the radioactivity of detector materi-
als, and LZ is undertaking a campaign involving nearly
2000 radio-assays of the materials that form the com-
posite assemblies, components or sub-components listed
in Table III. As a result of this comprehensive program
and the power of self-shielding a↵orded by LXe, trace ra-
dioactivity in detector materials is not expected to be a

leading cause of background to the experiment.

B. Surface contaminants

Radioactivity on detector surfaces arises from the ac-
cumulation of 222Rn-daughters plated-out during the
manufacture and assembly of components, as well as
generic dust contamination containing NORMs that re-§  Generators and Monte Carlo techniques can be used for other 

LUX/LZ studies.  
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